DO THE RIGHT THING

Violence: What I think about violence is that it shouldn’t happen because that’s how a whole big war can start. You can go to jail for something like violence. “Actually that how most people go to jail.” Another thing I think about violence is that it’s dangerous because someone can be playing a game that they shouldn’t be playing and then they get hurt. The last thing what I think about violence shouldn’t be solved by fighting. I think people should just talk or ask what they did and if they really did do something the person could, “Say I apologize.” That is something’s I think about violence.

How has violence affected my life: one-way violence has affected my life is that people always want to fight or people are arguing with each other. Another way violence has affected my life is that people do something wring and I’m a witness but if I say something the people would want to jump me. The last way violence has affected my life is that making because when people make in front of me it just get’s me mad and I just not to get and ignore it. Those are some way of how youth violence has affected my life.

What are the causes of youth violence: one cause of youth violence is people like starting trouble. I think people like starting trouble because they just want to funny or they try to act tuff. Another way cause of youth violence is some people are bully’s and they bully kids. The indecent kid would sooner a later want to kill him/herself. The last way cause of youth violence is that people would walk up to say something that hurts his feeling then his, but the kid is playing with him and the other kid takes it offensive. That is some causes of youth violence.

What can I do about youth violence: one thing I can do about youth violence is “tell the kid to stop or take a walk to get his anger out.” Another thing I can do about youth violence is telling someone for the kid to stop all this violence. The last thing that I can do to about youth violence is if someone is planning to something and you know a head of time you can just tell someone or some people to go with you so they can prevent the kid getting beat up or getting hurt. That is some ways people can do about youth violence.

The reasons why I think all these things are important: I think all these are important because one it can show why violence shouldn’t happen. Another reason why I think this is important because it can also show that people who do bad things they should not do violence. The last reason why I think this is important because it can make people change or think twice before the do something. That is why I think all those things are important.